MODERATOR: Amy Greene (Vice Dean of the College – Sciences Po)

MORNING SESSION
-Yves-Marie Péreon (Professor, Paris 2)
“Trump and Financial Regulation: “Doing a Big Number on Dodd-Frank” or Just Tailoring Existing Regulation?”
-Lauric Henneton (Associate Professor, U of Versailles-St Quentin)
“Paint it Blue? A Data-Driven Analysis of Voting Patterns in 'Trump Country’”
-Hélène Quanquin (Professor, Lille)
“I'm for women, I'm for men, I'm for everyone’: Feminisms under Trump”
-Julie Assouly (Associate Professor, U of Arras)
"Hollywood's Take on the Working Class Hero: The Trump Era"

LUNCH: 12.30-14.00

AFTERNOON
-KEYNOTE SPEAKER: Mary Fitzgerald (independent researcher, specializing in the Euro-Mediterranean region)
“US relations with the MENA region under Trump - Into the Known Unknown?”
- Isabelle Vagnoux (Professor Aix-en-Provence)
“Trump and Latin America: Between hostile indifference and new paradigms”
- Idris Fassassi (Professor of Public Law, Amiens)
“Trump and Constitutional Law”
- Phil Hostak (Lawyer, specializing in civil rights, labor rights, and constitutional litigation)
“Trump/Labor and Workers”